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Custom PDF Maker - Quickly And Easily Create Your Own Viral PDF's "Finally - Here's A Quick & Easy

Way To Create Great Looking PDF eBooks & Make Them Brandable On Any Computer - With Only One

Piece Of Software!" Dear Internet Friend, Viral eBooks are a great way to grow your online business.

They're proven to work. And if you're not already using them, you're throwing away potential profits. Or

perhaps you're already using them? But chances are you're still throwing away profits. Let me explain ...

I'm talking about the EXE style eBooks. Those are the eBooks that *only* work on PC's. Why would you

voluntarily choose to ignore all the Mac (and other computer) users of this world? You're just throwing

away potential customers. One BIG Problem With "PC Only" eBooks Here's one huge problem with PC

only eBooks... You know how those eBooks end in .EXE? Well - so do viruses! And you know how people

feel about them. Do you really want people viewing your eBook with suspicion, before they've even

opened it? Especially if they've paid you money for it. So what's the solution? PDF's of course - the most

widely used eBook format on the internet. But, here's the tricky bit ... PDF's are not particularly easy to

brand and make viral. Let me be more specific ... You can of course brand your PDF's by hand, but if

you've got 1,000 affiliates, do you really want to spend your days creating 1,000 individual branded

eBooks? And probably only 5 of affiliates will ever pass it on anyway! And there's of course software out

there that helps you make PDF's brandable, but they currently have one MAJOR drawback - the software

only works on PC! (Yup, that puzzles me too.) And not only that, but you usually need to buy software to

create the PDF, then a second piece of software to brand the PDF - you're paying twice when you really

don't need to be. But there wasn't really an alternative until now ... Introducing -- PDF Branding That

Works On *Any* Computer! Here's the solution: "A script that allows your visitors to enter their links in a

web page. They then press a button and the PDF is automatically created with their links in it." Sounds

easy? Well ... One person who had such a script written revealed the cost to me: $10,000 in programming

costs! And they weren't even selling it to anyone - it was just for their own use. Here's How To Avoid

$10,000 In Programming Costs ... I'm sure you'll be happy to hear you certainly won't have to find that
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kind of money to create a viral PDF sales force! I've recently worked closely with a software developer to

create the Custom PDF Maker script... As soon as you get this script you'll be able to start creating your

own brandable PDF's so you can do the same for your affiliates and customers! What You Need For This

Script To Work Let me be very clear here - like all scripts there's certain things it needs: You of course

need a hosting account. If you don't currently have one I can recommend this one - You must be able to

install scripts on your web host. Most allow you to install scripts. Your web host must also support PHP 4

or higher. That's what the script needs to run. So that's what you need on the web hosting side of things.

Like any scripts if you're going to install it yourself, you need some experience with this. I must tell you

this script is very easy to install. It literally takes two minutes. BUT - you must be comfortable with FTP

(uploading files to your web site) and it's strongly recommended you've done at least one install before.

You of course get full instructions with the script on how to successfully install it . And there's another skill

it's strongly recommended you already have to use this script successfully - Experience with HTML code.

Because this script converts HTML to PDF, it has to be clean code. This requires you to be comfortable

working with HTML code. If you've had no experience working with HTML code, it will probably take you a

while getting used to working with this script.
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